Probing ultrafast internal conversion of o-xylene
via femtosecond time-resolved photoelectron
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Abstract: The dynamics of excited states in o-xylene molecules has been
studied by femtosecond time-resolved photoelectron imaging coupled with
time-resolved mass spectroscopy. The ultrafast internal conversion from the
S2 state to the vibrationally hot S1 state on timescale of 60 fs is observed on
real time. The secondarily populated high vibronic S1 state deactivates
further to the S0 state on timescale of 9.85 ps. Interestingly, the lifetime of
the low vibronic S1 state is much longer, extrapolated to ~12.7 ns. The great
differences of lifetime of different vibronic S1 state are due to their different
radiationless dynamics.
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1. Introduction
To understand the nature of inter- and intra-molecular dynamics in detail, to visualize the
making and breaking of molecular bonds and to follow in real time the flow of energy and
charge within molecular systems, to ‘see’ the geometrical rearrangements and chemical
reactions after energy deposition, have long been dreams of physical chemists and chemical
physicists [1]. Only with the advent of ultrafast laser pulses have these dreams become true.
The initiation and subsequent control or exploration study of chemical transformations in real
time using ultrashort laser pulses is the aim of femtochemistry [2,3]. The real-time
investigation of the ultrafast dynamics of molecules in gas and condensed phases has attracted
a great deal of attention over the last two decades [4–7]. A significant number of studies have
dealt with time-resolved molecular dynamics in systems of increasing complexity [8–15].
However, some basic issues of the real time dynamics are still elusive. New insight into the
detailed mechanisms of some simple systems can be obtained by the combination of
femtosecond laser systems and detection techniques.
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For the detailed study of chemical transformation dynamics in real time, time-resolved
photoelectron imaging (TRPEI) has proven to be a powerful technique [5]. TRPEI measures
the photoionization differential cross section, i.e. the energy resolved within the probe
bandwidth. It thus provides both the energy and the angular distribution of the photoelectrons
as well as their correlation as a function of time. It allows for the study of electronic relaxation
dynamics in isolated molecules, as well as the study of sequential ultrafast electronic
processes in both optically bright and dark states.
Ultrafast electronic relaxation processes [16] play a central role in photochemistry and
photobiology, internal conversion (IC) induced by electronic nonadiabaticity and intersystem
crossing (ISC) induced by spin-orbit coupling being the two major nonradiative pathways. In
polyatomic molecules excited to higher electronic states, internal conversion to vibronic levels
of lower electronic states is one of the dominant mechanisms for deactivation. As the
prototypical aromatic molecule and the essential structure of numerous biologically important
compounds in nature, isolated benzene molecules have been the subject of a great number of
investigations. However, the determination of the chemical properties and structure of
benzene posted a challenge to scientists for decades. It is well-known that benzene exhibits a
sharp, apparently anomalous, fluorescence decrease approximately 3000 cm−1 above the
origin of the S1 state (lB2u) for which no satisfying explanation has appeared. This
nonradiative channel has come to be known as ‘channel three’. It was first observed by
Callomon et al. from the diffuseness of the vibronic bands [17]. Consistent with the highly
reduced excited state lifetime, they observed only diffuse vibronic bands in the measured
spectra. Since they thought that none of the standard processes (IC, ISC or IVR) were
responsible, this unknown phenomenon was named ‘channel three’, and remained mysterious
for a long time [18,19].
In the present paper, we report a study on the internal conversion processes in o-xylene as
an example of a system with strongly reduced symmetry. The nondegeneracy of states in this
benzene derivative leads to a higher density of the vibrational levels and to a reduction of
symmetry-forbidden interactions [20]. Hence, higher coupling rates for nonadiabatic
transitions are expected. Time-resolved photoelectron imaging and time-resolved mass
spectroscopy are used. The internal conversion processes of excited S2 state excited by twophoton absorption at 400 nm have been directly observed on real-time. The low vibronic S1
state excited by a pump pulse at 267 nm is also investigated. Finally, The dynamics processes
of high vibronic and low vibronic S1 state are analyzed and compared to get more details
about ‘channel three’ effect.
2. Experiment
The time-resolved photoelectron imaging setup used in this study is similar in spirit to our ion
velocity imaging system, which has been described elsewhere [21,22]. The key modification
was made by adding a multilayer µ-metal shielding to avoid disturbance of the stray field
when collecting the photoelectrons.
The details of our femtosencond laser system have been described elsewhere [23]. Briefly,
the seed beam was generated by a commercial Ti:sapphire oscillator pumped by a CW second
harmonic of an Nd:YVO4 laser, and then amplified by an Nd:YLF pumped regenerative
amplifier to generate a 1 kHz pulse train centered at 800 nm of 45 fs pulse width with
maximum energy of 1 mJ/pulse. The second harmonic pulse (400 nm) was generated in a 0.5
mm thick BBO crystal, and the third harmonic pulse (267 nm) was generated in a 0.2 mm
thick BBO crystal by sum frequency mixing of the second harmonic and the fundamental. The
pump and probe beams with vertical polarization were merged by a dichroic mirror and
directed into the molecular beam chamber. The time delay between the pump and probe
pulses were accurately monitored by a computer-controlled linear translation stage (PI, M126.CG1).
The liquid sample (o-xylene, 99.9% purity), 5% seeded in helium buffer gas at a
background pressure of 2 atm, was expanded through a pulsed valve to generate a pulsed
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molecular beam. The beam was skimmed and introduced into the ionization chamber where it
was intersected perpendicularly by the laser beam.
3. Results
The position of the S2 state of o-xylene is estimated to be at 5.63 eV from the absorption
spectrum. Two-photon absorption at 400 nm is used to populate the S2 state of o-xylene. The
polarizations of both the pump laser (400 nm) and the probe laser (800 nm) are vertical, and
are perpendicular to the molecular beam. The mass spectra of o-xylene are obtained when the
pump and probe beams are temporally overlapped. They have only two peaks corresponding
to C6H4(CH3)2+ parent ions and C6H4CH3+ ions, respectively. The area ratio of C6H4(CH3)2+
and C6H4CH3+ is 12:1. Moreover, it is believed that most of the C6H4CH3+ ions are from the
dissociation of C6H4(CH3)2+ parent ions for the time-dependent ion signals of C6H4CH3+ have
the similar trend as parent ions. Therefore, the contribution to the total photoelectron signal
from the generation of C6H4CH3+ ions can be neglected.
Figure 1 shows the time-resolved total ion signal of the parent ion formed after twophoton excitation of the S2 state at 400 nm as a function of the pump-probe delay. The decay
profiles are fitted with the sum of two exponentials with lifetimes of 60 fs and 9.85 ps
convoluted with a Gaussian describes the instrument response function. The fast one (τ1 = 60
fs) reflects the excitation and decay of the initially excited S2 state. The dynamics of those
decays will be discussed later by energy analysis of the corresponding photoelectrons released
from the probe laser pulse.
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Fig. 1. Time-resolved total ion signals of parent ion as a function of delay time between the
pump pulse at 400 nm and the probe pulse at 800 nm. The circles are the experimental results,
and solid lines are the fitting results.

The photoelectrons generated by pump-probe photoinization are projected onto a twodimensional (2D) position-sensitive detector. Photoelectron images are acquired as a function
of the pump–probe time delay. Figure 2 shows reconstructed photoelectron images
corresponding to such a sequence, inverted by the basis-set expansion method (BASEX) [24].
The BASEX-inverted photoelectron images represent a section of the 3D photoelectron
scattering distribution. The signals originating from the different electronic states are
generally well resolved in the images. Three well-resolved concentric bands appear in the
observed images as the delay time changes. The bands with different radii stand for
photoelectrons with different kinetic energy components. The corresponding photoelectron
kinetic energy distributions of these images are shown in Fig. 3. The arrows indicate the
photoelectron energy (0.74 eV and 2.29 eV) that are expected for ionization to the zero
vibrational level of the cation indicated by D0 and D0′, by two-photon and three-photon
absorption of probe pulse. The three bands centered at 0.30, 0.48 and 1.64 eV are assigned as
the first, second, and third bands.
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Fig. 2. A series of time-resolved BASEX-inverted photoelectron images of o-xylene observed
using a pump laser wavelength of 400 nm and a probe wavelength of 800 nm. The linear
polarizations of the pump and probe lasers are aligned vertical in the plane of the figure.
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Fig. 3. Photoelectron kinetic energy distributions extracted from the images of Fig. 2. The
arrows indicate the photoelectron energy (0.74 eV and 2.29 eV) expected for ionization to the
zero vibrational level of the cation indicated by D0 and D0′, by two-photon and three-photon
absorption of probe pulse, respectively.

The experimental PKE (photoelectron kinetic energy) distributions are characterized by a
rapid decay of electrons from the second and third bands, and soft growth of the electrons
from the first band. Figure 4 shows the time evolution of the total electron signals, which
consists of a different biexponential decay behavior, same as the evolution of total ion signals.
By masking the phosphor screen and observing the image of the third band with the
photomultiplier tube [25], the time evolution of the third band can be measured, which is also
shown in Fig. 4. It consists of only one ultrafast component, with the similar decay rate as the
S2 state obtained from the time-resolved ion signals before. Thus, the third band should be due
to ionization of the populated S2 state. The first and second bands overlap too much to be able
to measure, the time evolution of the electron signals from these bands cannot be measured
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accurately by masking the phosphor screen. As shown in Fig. 3 or Fig. 5, the second band
decays in the same manner as the third one, so it should also be from the S2 state by
absorption of photons from the probe pulse. Moreover, the intensity of the signal of the third
band depends on the power of the probe pulse. The intensity of the third band decreases when
the energy of the probe pulse deceases from 28 uJ to 14 uJ. As expected, the intensity of the
second band increase when the ones of the third band decrease, for they are from the same
state and compete with each other. The probe pulse (800 nm) ionizes the excited species by
two-photon or three-photon absorption to a final excess energy in the ion (or rather the
emitted electrons) of D0 = 0.74 eV or D0′ = 2.29 eV above the IE (8.56 eV). Therefore, it is
obvious that the second and third bands center at 0.48 and 1.64 eV are due to ionization of the
populated S2 state by two-photon and three-photon absorption of probe pulse, respectively.
The second and third bands decay rapidly with increasing time, revealing that the populated S2
state undergoes a very rapid internal conversion into vibrationally excited lower states. Its
order of magnitude has already been estimated to be 60 fs from the time dependence of the ion
signal. The first band grows slightly with increasing delay time within the time window
shown in Fig. 3. Its appearance is due to population of the S1 state by internal conversion from
the S2 state. It arises from photoionization of the S1 state by three-photon absorption of probe
pulse for higher vibrational levels since electronic excitation energy of S2 state is converted
into vibrational excitation energy of S1 state. All the ionization mechanism and IC dynamics
analyzed here are shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 4. Time evolution of photoelectron signals only from the third band and total photoelectron
signals (for reference) with the pump pulse at 400 nm and the probe pulse at 800 nm.
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Fig. 5. Time-resolved PKE distributions with two energies of the probe pulse (800 nm) and the
same energy of the pump pulse (400 nm).
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Fig. 6. Energy excitation scheme of the ground, excited and ionic states of o-xylene. The pump
laser (400 nm) prepares the S2 state. Due to ultrafast internal conversion, this state converts to
the lower-lying state S1 with higher vibrational energy. Here, 1st, 2nd and 3rd are
corresponding to the first, second and third bands marked on Fig. 3.

The results of PKE distributions contain more information than the overall internal
conversion time. It can be seen from Fig. 3 or Fig. 5 that the relative intensities of the second
and third photoelectron bands corresponding to S2 state decay very strongly while one of the
first photoelectron band corresponding to S1 state grows very slightly. This can be explained
by proposing that the decay process of the populated S2 state is attributed to simultaneous
internal conversion from the S2 state to higher vibrational levels of S1 and S0 state with the
later process being the dominant mechanism. Highly excited benzene and toluene have been
studied by W. Radloff et al. and their results show that the S2 to S1 transition occurs only with
a small branching ratio of 1% for benzene [26] and 30% for toluene [20] respectively. The
internal conversion of the S2 state leads mainly to the highly excited S0 state, the population of
which cannot be observed in our pump-probe experiments since the corresponding FranckCondon factors are extremely low. It also can be seen clearly in Fig. 5 that there is vibrational
structure in the photoelectron spectra. This structure yields information about the state-to-state
vibrational dynamics which promotes and tunes the electronic population transfer, and the
ensuing intramolecular vibrational energy redistribution in the hot molecule which occurs on
the potential surface of excited states [14].
In our experimental configuration with the linear and parallel polarization of the pump and
probe laser beams, the laboratory frame photoelectron angular distributions (PADs) resulting
from ionization can be expanded as [27]
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I (θ ; t ) = σ (t )[1 + β 2 (t ) P2 (cos θ ) + β 4 (t ) P4 (cos θ ) + β 6 (t ) P6 (cos θ )],

(1)

where σ(t) is the integral cross section, βL(t) are the anisotropy parameters, PL(cosθ) are
Legendre polynomials, and θ the angle between the laser polarization direction and the
direction of the ejected electron k-vector. Time-resolved PADs are extracted from the timeresolved reconstructed images. Three anisotropy coefficients β2, β4 and β6 are obtained for
different photoelectron bands at different time delays, respectively. No significant changes of
PADs of the third band (with distributions of PKE of 0.76-2.29 eV) at different time delays
are observed, which verifies no existence of rotational coherence in our experiment. The first
and second bands overlap too much, and it is difficult to accurately get their PADs. PADs
with distributions of PKE of 0-0.74 eV, which contains the first and second bands, are
obtained. And those distributions and fitted results are displayed as polar plots in Fig. 7. PADs
changes gradually from delay time of 0 fs (β2 = 0.556) to 87 fs (β2 = 1.029). Moreover, no
significant changes of PADs of the third band (with distributions of PKE of 0.76-2.29 eV) at
different time delays are observed, which verifies no existence of rotational coherence in our
experiment. Therefore, the time evolution of PADs with distributions of PKE of 0-0.74 eV
reveals ultrafast IC from S2 state to S1 state, which is consistent with the discussion by timeresolved PKE distributions before.

0 fs

12 fs

25 fs

37 fs

62 fs

87 fs

Fig. 7. Polar plots of PADs with distributions of PKE of 0-0.74 eV observed for different time
delays of pump (400 nm) and probe pulse (800 nm). The linear polarizations of the pump and
probe lasers are aligned vertical in the plane of the figure.

The energy levels of the excitation of the o-xylene molecule at an energy of the 6.21 eV
pump photons will lead to a vibrational energy of 1.58 eV in the S1 state after conversion from
the S2 state. The lifetime of this vibrationally hot S1 state from the time dependence of the
obtained is about 9.85 ps. However, the deactivation mechanism for the S1 state is still
unknown from the above work.
To obtain further information about the S1 state, a femtosecond pump pulse at 267 nm
(4.65 eV) is used to prepare the low vibronic levels of the S1 excited state, only slightly above
the electronic origin (4.63 eV) [28]. These excited vibronic levels of the S1 o-xylene
molecules are then ionized by two-photon absorption at 400 nm. This results in an excess
energy above the IE of up to 2.30 eV. Figure 8 shows signals of parent ion as a function of the
pump-probe delay in this (1 + 2′)-REMPI experiment. The power of pump and probe pulses
are modulated to make sure that no any enhancement of signals is observed in negative timedelay direction. The mass spectra of o-xylene obtained at the temporal overlap of the pump
and the probe light have only two peaks corresponding to C6H4(CH3)2+ parent ions and
C6H4CH3+ ions, respectively. The ratio of the parent and daughter ion signals is 9:1. Same as
discussion before, the generation of C6H4CH3+ ions has no contribution to the total
photoelectron signal.
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Fig. 8. Time-resolved signals of parent ion as a function of the pump-probe delay observed
using a pump laser wavelength of 267 nm and a probe wavelength of 400 nm. The circles are
the experimental results, and solid lines are the results of a fit < 50 fs for the initial delay and
~12.7 ns for the second delay.

As shown in Fig. 8, these transients exhibit an extremely fast initial decay around the zero
delay time followed by a much slower temporal feature. The fitting results for these transients
reveal a decay time τ1 for an extremely fast initial decay that is less than 50 fs, which is faster
than the time resolution of the experiment. The second decay time τ2 for the much slower one
is too long, far above the upper limit of the time delay stage (167 ps). Therefore it is not
determined accurately. Nevertheless, the extrapolated state lifetime is about ~12.7 ns.
More detailed information about the dynamics can be learned from the snapshots of
electron scattering distributions taken at different time delays as shown in Fig. 9. It seems that
no significant changes can be seen in these snapshots. To examine this more quantitatively,
the photoelectron kinetic energy distributions extracted from the images are presented in
Fig. 10. No ultrafast nonradiative electronic relaxation process is observed from the timeresolved PKE distributions. What is more, the first component can be fitted well by a
Gaussian function with a width of 126 fs for the cross-correlation for the pulses of 400 nm and
267 nm. Therefore, τ1 represent a coherent “artifact”, which shows up due to a cross
correlation between the pump and probe laser beams at zero delay time. Cross correlated ion
signals can be approved or ruled out by varying the pump and probe powers, because of their
strong power dependences. The impact of cross correlated ion signals cannot be neglected in
REMPI experiment with weak enhancement, like the low vibronic S1 state investigated here.
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Fig. 9. A series of time-resolved BASEX -inverted photoelectron images of o-xylene observed
using a pump laser wavelength of 267 nm and a probe wavelength of 400 nm. The linear
polarizations of the pump and probe lasers are aligned vertical in the plane of the figure.
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Fig. 10. Photoelectron kinetic energy distributions extracted from the images of Fig. 9. The
arrow indicate the photoelectron energy (D0′′ = 2.30 eV) expected for ionization to the zero
vibrational level.

For there is no ultrafast nonradiative electronic relaxation process observed, the second
component with timescale of ~12.7 ns reflects the population of the low vibronic S1 state. It is
in agreement with the previous studies for similar molecules of benzene and toluene. Benzene
has a long lifetime of 106 ns at its S1 origin [29]. At low excess energies in S1 state of
benzene, the fluorescence quantum yield is about 0.2 [30] and it was concluded that
intersystem crossing to the 3B1u triplet state is responsible for the nonradiative deactivation. S1
toluene has been investigated by nano- and picosecond time-resolved photoelectron
spectroscopy [31,32]. The excitation of different vibrational modes up to an excess energy of
1200 cm−1 revealed nonradiative deactivation in several hundred ps to several ns from all of
the prepared states. Intersystem crossing to the triplet state was observed at pump-probe delay
times of > 30 ns. Therefore, it is reasonable to attribute the slow nonradiative deactivation of
the low vibronic S1 state of o-xylene with timescale of ~12.7 ns to a slow intersystem crossing
process.
It is interesting to note that the lifetime for the low vibronic S1 state discussed here
increases by three orders of magnitude, compared with high vibronic S1 state discussed
before. The lifetime of the high vibronic S1 state with excess energy of 1.58 eV, populated by
inernal conversion from S2 state by two-photon absorption of pump pulse at 400 nm, is
9.85ps. While for low vibronic S1 states with excess energy of 0.02 eV, excited by a pump
pulse at 267 nm, the lifetime is much longer, about ~12.7 ns. The great differences in the
dynamics in different vibronic levels of the S1 state are surprising. Similar phenomenon called
‘channel three’ has also been observed in benzene. At low excess energies in S1, the lifetime
of vibrational levels is in the range of 60 to 120 ns [33,34], and no ultrafast processes is
observed [35]. This quite normal behavior is observed for vibratinal levels up to an excess
energy of 3000 cm−1. Then a sudden increase of the decay rate occurs, increasing by up to
1000 times. It is known that higher vibrational levels of the S1 electronic state as well as S2
state levels are deactivated very fast by internal conversion [36,37]. This behavior is explained
by a conical intersection of the S1 and S0 potential-energy surfaces [37,38]. Otis et al. have
also studied nonradiative processes in the ‘channel three’ region of the S1 state of ultracold
benzene [39]. At vibrational energies greater than 3000 cm-l, the quantum yield for
intersystem crossing decreases markedly relative to the lower lying levels. Their data suggests
that the major channel for S1 relaxation is internal conversion. In our experiment, the ‘channel
three’ effect is also observed for o-xylene. The S1 state of o-xylene populated above the
‘channel three’ region via internal conversion from S2 state, the conical intersection of the S1
and S0 potential-energy surfaces is accessible, and this reduces the S1 lifetime from
nanosecond to picosecond.
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4. Conclusion

We have used femtosecond time-resolved pump–probe photoelectron imaging to observe
ultrafast processes arising from the optically excited states of o-xylene on real time. By twophoton absorption at 400 nm, the S2 state is excited and the lifetime of internal conversion to
lower excited states is determined to be 60 fs according to the decay of the ion signals. A
rapid shift of electrons from S2 state to S1 state is observed by time-resolved PKE
distributions, which show internal conversion processes in real time. The internal conversion
of the S2 state to the highly excited S0 state cannot be observed directly, but it is found to be
an important channel.
The ‘channel three’ effect is observed in the S1 state of o-xylene. The lifetime of the S1
state depends strongly on the vibronic excess energy. The great differences of lifetime of
different vibronic S1 state are attributed to their different radiationless dynamics. The high
vibronic S1 state populated above the ‘channel three’ region via internal conversion from S2
state deactivates further through a conical intersection to the S0 state on a time scale of 9.85ps.
For low vibronic S1 state excited by pump pulse at 267 nm, no ultrafast nonradiative
electronic relaxation process is observed. The lifetime is much longer, extrapolated to be
~12.7 ns, which is due to a slow intersystem crossing process.
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